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European Union News
Bulgaria Desperate to Join
EU. Bulgaria, who's been a
member of the EU since 2007,
wants to move forward with its
European integration and join
the euro area as soon as possible. The Bulgarian Finance
Ministry said, "We work actively to join the ERM II, which
is the first step to proceed to a
simultaneous membership of
the banking union and the
euro area." (Endtime.com 4/29)
Turkey’s Erdogan Blames
Greek Army for the Turkish
Burning of Smyrna in 1922.
In reality, the Turks burned
the Christian quarters of
Smyrna as part of their efforts

to eradicate the Christian
presence in Asia Minor. Now
Erdogan, with the characteristic Islamic supremacist evasion of responsibility, blames
the Greek army for this atrocity as he kicked off his general
and presidential election campaign rally in the city on Saturday. (jihadwatch.com 5/2)
Greece “Overwhelmed” as
Muslim Migrants Surge Across
Turkish Border, Situation “on
Verge of Spinning Out of Control”. Greece is being “overwhelmed” by illegal migrants
surging across its land border
with Turkey, with a local
mayor warning the situation is

“on the verge of spinning out
of control”. Europeans should
expect more crises due to the
recklessness of European
leaders that led to this new
wave of illegal migration.
(jihadwatch.com 5/2)

Turkey Tells EU to Criminalize Criticism of Islam. Analyst says plan should be
'warning' of looming danger.

Turkey, a member of NATO
along with the United States, for
years was regarded as a moderate Muslim nation with Western leanings. But it recently
has taken a sharp turn toward
full-blown Islamic law and persecution of non-Muslims. It just
got worse, with a statement
from a high government official
that Turkey wants all governments across Europe to criminalize “Islamophobia,” which
would include any negative
comment about the religion.
(wnd.com 4/30)

EU-Wide poll: Majority say Migrant Integration “Unsuccessful”
— 73% in Sweden. (jihadwatch.com 5/2)

Hawaii Earthquakes and Volcanic Eruptions
Leilani Estates was one of the most at risk communities in the rift zone where 30 homes
have been destroyed so far and 2,000 residents displaced. Fissure eruptions continued
on May 6, two day after a magnitude-6.9 earthquake hit the area, the strongest on the
island since 1975. The Hawaii Fire Department reported "extremely dangerous air quality conditions due to high levels of sulfur dioxide gas in the evacuation area and lava
temperatures up to about 2,100 degrees Fahrenheit. Scientists forecast more eruptions
and more earthquakes, perhaps for months to come.

Money Matters
Military-Industrial Complex
Stocks Crashed in Response to a Historic Peace
Deal Between North and
South Korea. It signaled an
incredible breakthrough in
diplomacy that also sent the
stocks of defense contractors
in the US crashing. (freedomout
post.com 5/3)

Helping “Unbanked” Join a
Cashless Society. Most ecommerce platforms rely on
the customer to either have a
bank card or online banking at
their disposal. iPay88, a Malaysian based online payment
solutions provider, is addressing this issue in Malaysia

through a “Virtual Account”.
The account is a simplified
payment application which
allows users to purchase
online without having a bank
savings account, online banking access or credit card.
(endtime.com 4/29)

What Venezuela’s National

Crypto Means for Decentralization. Who will control the
crypto? If governments do,
they will take away the freedom of crypto. But if crypto
currencies remain decentralized, then we will be able to
keep a radically transparent
financial system for the people. (freedom outpost.com 4/26)

The Middle East
Target Israel? Iran Recruits 80,000
Shi'ite fighters In Syria. These Muslim
fighters are at a training base near Damascus. Many of them are believed to
be from Afghanistan and Pakistan.
(prophecynewswatch.com 4/30)

Pompeo Says Israel/Palestinian Peace
Still a US Priority. US Secretary of
State, Mike Pompeo, said Monday that a
resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict remains a priority for the Trump administration, despite our recognition of

Jerusalem as Israel's capital and our
planned move of the US Embassy to the
holy city over Palestinian protests.
(onenewsnow.com 4/30)

Middle East Braces For A Tense May.
The month of May looks set to contain an
unusual number of potential escalation
points that could converge to create a
highly explosive month. (prophecy newswatch.com
4/27)

Jerusalem’s New Embassy Row to be
Named “Trump Town?” Planning under

way for many nations to follow the President's decision to relocate. Construction
manager, Yoav Gallant, is calling for a
new quarter for embassies. (wnd.com 5/2)
Saudi Arabia to Build Christian
Churches. Christians in the past have
been banned by law from practicing their
faith openly. Is this a miracle, a sign
Saudi Arabia is modernizing, a trick to
identify Christians, or a sign of the end
times? (wnd.com 5/5)

The Good, the Bad, the Ridiculous
Something You Didn’t Expect Happens
When You Take Your Kids to Church.
There are spiritual values you hold dear
that you want your children to embrace,
values that will sustain them like they've
sustained you. It turns out regular church
attendance is doing something else for
them that is very good and received the
attention of Stanford University. Adolescents who are more committed to their
faith do better academically than those
who are not, getting significantly higher
grade-point averages. (wnd.com 4/28)

Choose Wisely: How Christian
Is Your Worldview?

Prison Just Got More Dangerous - Inmates To Choose Their Gender Identity. San Francisco, in 2015, was the first
city to require its jails to allow inmates to
select the gender of their housing unit.
And now Mayor Bill de Blasio is making
New York City the second such city, as
moral insanity has run amok. (prophecynews
watch.com 4/30)

Pro-Abortion Groups Launch Lawsuit
Against Abstinence Efforts. Two major
organizations that promote birth control
filed lawsuits in federal court Wednesday

Christianity in America
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seeking to block the Trump administration
from shifting national family planning policy to stress abstinence. (onenewsnow.com 5/2)
School to Parents: Kids Required to
Take Gender Orientation Classes.
That means parents who have chosen to
opt their children out of objectionable and
offensive teachings that violate their faith
are not allowed to do so. (wnd.com 4/28)
Charlotte, Va. Middle School Suspends 13-Year-Old for Drawing Stick
Figure of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle
Holding Swords. (freedomoutpost.com 5/7)

you would have laughed me to scorn if I
told you Bruce Jenner would become
Caitlyn Jenner and be named woman of
the year; the federal government would
punish schools that refused to open the
girls’ bathrooms to boys who identified as
girls; ”transphobic” would become a
household word; drag queens would
read stories to toddlers in libraries; professional counseling would be withheld
by law from children and adults with unwanted same-sex attractions. California
is poised now to make it illegal for anyone
of any age to receive professional help
for unwanted same-sex attraction or gender-confusion. That is the unvarnished,
unembellished truth. And what happens
when we draw attention to this outrageous California bill? We are attacked as
maniacs and likened to the 9/11 terrorists. (prophecynewswatch.com 4/27)
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